
Match Player A Player B
1 HASMUKH v ATISH

2 SUNIL RADIA v HITESH JNR

3 NARENDRA CHOTAI v RAJAN AMIN

4 ATUL v SHAILESH AMIN

5 RANJIT v RAJIVE THAPAR

6 DAVID DADDS v GIRISH

7 AJAY v BYE

8 HARRY DADDS v BYE

No caddies or Supporters are allowed during matches unless agreed by both player

The player on top (Player A) has the advantage for the first 7 days.

RESULTS NOT HANDED IN BY THE GIVEN DATE, MATCH WILL BE DEEMED VOID. 

Semi Final & Final to be played on Neutral Venue agreeable by both players.

Results for the Final must be handed in by November 30th.

Please enjoy your singles competition and play in good spirit.

If (Player A) had not contacted (Player B) within the first 7 days, the advantage for the next 7 days goes to (Player B). If 
(Player B) does not contact (Player A) within the 7-day period, the advantage reverts back to (Player A) and so forth

Time Limit: Matches must be played and results handed in by dates given on the website. If Players are unable to organise 
a match within the due dates, the match will be Void and both players will be disqualified.

In the event of a dispute or venue disagreements, the matter must be reported to the Secretary who in turn will refer to 
the committee to make a final decision.

Vaprose Singles Match Play 2023
Round 1

Matches to be Completed by 29 June 2023

Format of Play: Match Play, 3/4 difference in Handicap of Yellow Tees. Full Handicap of White or Blue tees (Subject to 
agreement by both players and club permitting)

Green Fee: Shared by both players. A Member playing at his own club is obliged to pay half the guest fees for his opponent.


